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8:30-8:45am: Opening Remarks

Terri Matthews, Esq., Director, Town+Gown
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8:45-9:40am: Form Construction Contracts and Case Law

Overview of Research and Parties to Construction Project.............................................. 5 minutes

Liability Shifting Provisions in Form Construction Contracts...................................... 5 minutes

Contractual Obligations of Parties to Construction Contract ...................................... 15 minutes

Bright Line Demarcations in Contractual Obligations................................................. 15 minutes
Overlaps in Performance of Contract and Resulting Liabilities .................................................. 15 minutes

9:40-10:45am:  Construction Industry Trends and Contract Implications

*CH2M Hill, Inc. v. Herman* – “Substantial Supervision Test” .................................................. 15 minutes

Design Delegation – Express and Implied .................................................................................. 15 minutes

Contract Implications – Innovations in Design ........................................................................ 20 minutes

“Bulletproof” Contracts vs. Good Faith and Fair Dealing ....................................................... 15 minutes

10:45-11:00am:  Closing Remarks

Joe Hogan, CDT, Vice President – Building Services, AGC NYS, LLC

– CLASS OVER –
In the construction contract between owner and contractor, with the architect sometimes having a role, the term “means and methods”, a term of art, most often not defined in the contract, is used in practice by parties to advance and protect their respective interests. Researchers and practitioners have noted the adversarial nature of participants “on the ground”, which is the result of risk shifting contract provisions and regulations and case law interpretations over the years. The historical movement away from the “master builder” into the modern specialized world of participants, many of whom have been professionalized and regulated, may also explain some of the bases for litigation and the adversarial nature of the industry. Savalli undertook to unpack and analyze the various relationships on construction projects by subjecting “means and methods” contractual provisions to legal analysis, in the context of historical practice, risk shift conventions and regulation, in order to provide a foundation for future research projects related to risk analysis and management.

Savalli conducted an historical legal analysis into the term “means and methods” beginning with the origin of the term from the days of the “master builder”, which found expression in the law of agency focusing on the nature of “independent contractor”. Savalli traced the early cases in tort as they evolved into contract law, with the professionalization of the architect and the promulgation of the early standard contracts by the American Institute of Architets. Savalli also assessed the impact of the regulation of construction participants and state and workplace safety at both state and federal levels, which added another level of complexity. Savalli also conducted interviews with construction industry professionals.

While the sophistication of contracting has intentionally evolved, shaped by rational actors in the industry and the courts, Savalli concluded that the continued use of the undefined term “means and methods” functions as a risk shifting device from which the owner appears to benefit the most. He concluded that whether “means and methods” works as a shield or a sword appears to depend on the facts of the particular harm that resulted so that analysis of case law revealed little conceptual structure to the term. The increasing sophistication of contract forms and provisions, linked with insurance products, in an environment of evolving advances in building technology and project service delivery methods, amid variance in state laws governing construction, further hindered the ability to pin down the definition of the term.

In view of the continued use of the undefined term and interview results that suggested that there is a need to define the term in light of dramatic inconsistencies of understanding of the term, Savalli prepared a survey instrument for distribution across the industry to identify issues for deeper understanding. Savalli also suggested that future analysis focus on how emerging building technologies, including building information modeling, the growth of modern service delivery methodologies and the introduction of environmentally sustainability designs and materials impact the use of this term as a risk shifting device.